Abstract. Event tree analysis is an inductive method, which involves determining the events flowing from the failure of a component or part of the system. Starting from an initiator event or an origin failure, the event tree analysis allows the estimation of system deviation, taking into account in a systematic manner the functioning or failure of detection devices, alarm, prevention, protection or intervention. This paper follows the steps in determining the causes that led to a work accident through the Event Tree Analysis method. The construction of event tree analysis consists of graphical representation of operations which through a succession of decisions lead to an accident during maintenance of work equipment.
Introduction
For understanding any risk is necessary to know its structure and its mode of expression [1, [4] [5] . It must therefore be addressed complexity and all its required knowledge fields. Extensive efforts are needed since life is a continuous risk and there can be progress to increase our comfort without taking some risks. This progress involves becoming more a rejection of imposed risks resulting from human activities conducted within work processes. But there are risks which are not imposed (related to road traffic, from domestic activities or the leisure) which shall neither they disregard [1] .
Theoretical fundamentals
Event tree analysis is a method that allows determining, from an initiating event, the chaining of events that may lead to a potential accident [2, 4] .
The method finds particular applicability to study architecture safety means (prevention, protection, intervention) present or applicable in a system. On the other hand, if used indiscriminately in complex systems, the method becomes very difficult to practice. The method is commonly used in the analysis and retrospective explanation for the observed consequences arising from a failure of the system.
The procedure for applying the method -generally applicable approach to achieving risk analysis trough events tree involves the following steps:
I. Defining initiator event; II. Identification the functions safety -preventive; III. Building the tree; IV. Analysis and valorization of tree [2] .
Case study: Work accident -Mechanical department
Occupational accident investigation file of worker's temporary work incapacity must contain: A) identification of work accident B) accident investigation report C) spot observation note D) technical report of bridge crane inspection E) official report on the technical verification of bridge crane F) sketch of the accident site G) pictures from the scene H) injured declaration I) witness declaration J) leader job declaration
We try to identify membership in the four elements of tree events for all elements of the research dossier of work accident. I) In the mechanical department during the operation of compressed air tube has been a work accident by cutting off the thumb and index the left hand of the worker X by crane operated by the worker Y. The event was produced at the level of travel path of the crane located at a height of about 4, 5 m around the time 10,30, in 15 01 2011. II) Accident investigation report: a -date of the conclusion of official report: 20 01 2011 b -names of persons performing accident investigation report: AB undersigned chief internal service desk OSH inspector MR SSM domestic service, CI Eng. HR, the members of the investigation committee under Decision 1/2011, I researched the event whose victim was working X c -time and place where the investigation was conducted, the circumstances and causes which led to the accident occurred during 15 01 2011 -20 01 2011 and have been carried out at the place of production of the event at the mechanical processing d -the object of investigation: was done in order to establish the circumstances and causes that led to the accident, legal regulations violated, responsibilities and necessary measures to be taken to prevent the occurrence of other similar cases and to track the accident e -date-event time: the event was produced in 15 01 2011 around 10,30 f -place of the event: event occurred in the mechanical processing department at the rolling track of bridge crane g -employer identification data: SC ABC SRL, mechanical processing department h -identification data of injured worker: name X, 40 years, romanian citizen, mechanical maintenance, 22 years work experience, seniority at work 20 years i -detailed description of the place, equipment, circumstances and manner in which the event occurred: On 15.01.2011, 10:30, Mr. Y -supervisor in the mechanical department announced by phone the workers from prevention and protection service of society, about an event in mechanical department. The event consists in worker X injury at mechanical maintenance department, respectively worker injury by trapping the worker hand between gears from the translational movement of the bridge crane. Investigation commission appointed by decision of the company manager has moved onsite for research in this event by compiling a note on the findings. i.1 -detailed description of the place of event: From the statements on the record event occurred on the premises, mechanical department, on the rails of the bridge crane located at a height of about 4.5 meters from the ground. Machined parts within the section is handled from one work station to another by overhead crane operated from the ground by a crane authorized I.S.C.I.R. A team of three workers of the maintenance department works for compressed air network expansion in order to connect to a new chamfered machine. The work is performed near the path of the bridge crane. Within the department the main business is sanding, cutting. i.2 -In the mechanical department the workers are using the following work equipment: oxy-fuel cutting torch, keys and specific devices plumber profession compressed air installations. In cut marks section is handled from one work station to another by bridge crane operated from the ground by crane authorized I.S.C.I.R. The bridge crane having last check parameters: nominal load t Sn = 5 x 16.5 m wide. Last check carried out in accordance with inspection report no. 23-37 / 2011 consisting of technical inspection in use with a maturity of verification until October 31, 2011. i.3 -detailed description of the circumstances: On 15.01.2011, the mechanical department workers led by RD, prepared the ground pipes were to be fitted to measure welded thread whereon measure valve and pipe insulation necessary for connection to the compressed air network of chamfered machine. Once executed this operation after X and G to climb on the rails to take measure pipe that was to be mounted on top of the rails. At around 10.30 X on its own initiative asked G to climb to access path next to the bridge crane. Arriving at the place for them to connect the chamfered machine measures they have raised the bulb with welding hoses on the crane platform. According to RD supervisor after he left gate valve and fitting to be mounted on pipes attached to the undercarriage of the crane, work that would be carried out during a lunch break at 11:00 when all work equipment in department were to be stopped. i.4 -detailed description of how the event occurred: At around 10.30 X and G were on the platform next to the crane runway, they took measures of pipe that was to be mounted on top of the path of the crane. Meanwhile in the mechanical department the bridge crane operated by FI (authorized ISCIR, license no. C, carry parts to chamfered. When movement of bridge crane the two workers from the maintenance department were near the rolling track of the crane. From G's statement shows that it was on the 1st line support pole near the runway crane and X on line 2. X, according to the statement, the board decided to cut with oxyacetylene burner gas welding being facing the pole on line 2, at which the bridge crane it was hanging on the padded coat, it twisted and injured by pressure from the bridge crane and the metal structure of the access on his legs and left hand by gearing gears from mechanism translation. The root cause: Making improper commands, maneuver. j. -Consequences of the event and / or consequences suffered by injured: According to medical conclusions issued by the Arad County Emergency Service, in address nr./.2011 X suffered multiple trauma; crushing injuries left hand with: amputation inter phalangeal, metacarpal joint-phalangeal dg. 2; dorsal contusion wound finger 3; volar soft tissue avulsion f2 -f3 finger 4; 3 finger amputation phalanx 5; right ankle fractures; malleolus left fractures k. -cause of the event: From the above analysis and documents on file, based on the circumstances in which the event occurred as a result the main reason that the victim X is due to improper command-maneuvers. Improper handling of the bridge crane of a worker's injury X F and I was in the area of the crane runway led to violation of art 22 of Law no 319/2006 occupational safety and health updated: "Every worker must operate in accordance with his training and instruction and instructions of the employer, so as not to expose themselves to risk of injury or occupational disease both self and other persons who may be affected by the actions or omissions during the work "of the provisions of article 2, 
IV) Analysis and exploitation of tree:
x If during the maintenance operation worker X will carry out activity during the program and will inform the crane bridge operator on the fact that he operates on the runway, then the whole system will operate normally; x If during the maintenance operation worker X will carry out the activity outside the program and will not inform the bridge crane operator that he is at work will result a work accident; x If during the execution of maintenance operation the worker X will be hanging from the bridge crane and it will have R D covered with a shell, then the probability of having an work accident and catching worker X hand between R D and the system will operate normally; x If during the execution of maintenance operation the worker X will be hanging from the bridge crane and it will not have R D covered with a shell, then the probability of having a work accident and catching workers hand between R D and will result in a work accident.
Conclusions
Event Tree Analysis method of a work accident is a quick and efficient method that allows starting from an initiator event and browsing systemic causes of the accident to establish the sequence of events. What articles of the legislation, the specific regulations and internal rules, were not complied. To establish technical and organizational measures necessary to prevent further accidents. The method also allows establishing relations with enough finesse to determine: cause -effect.
